SECUNORM SMARTCUT MDP
COMPLETE YOUR JOB WITH EASE.

SECUNORM SMARTCUT MDP
NO. 110700

Original size

Can be metal detected
A cutting tool, or parts of it,
can get lost while working.
But only for a short while.
Because the plastic that
can be detected by a metal
detector ensures you can
find it again quickly.

One way, two advantages
The SECUNORM SMARTCUT
MDP is a disposable cutter. What that means for
you: no risk of injury when
changing the blade. The
blade also cannot get lost
in the production process.

Slider on both sides
With the right hand? With
the left hand? The question
does not arise. Because we
have put a slider on to the
SECUNORM SMARTCUT MDP
that is accessible from both
sides. Choose for yourself!

Perfect handling
The product does not
only look handy. Its small,
rounded handle actually
fits very well in your hand.
What‘s more: the slider is
fitted with grooves so that
your thumb doesn‘t slip.




Yes, a cutting tool can be this SMART.
Metal detectable.
Make one cut with this knife and you‘ll know
immediately why it‘s called a SMART cut. Its
light and compact shape is SMART. The fact
that it is suitable for almost all types of cutting
material is SMART. What‘s also smart, is that
you can use it in sensitive industries without
thinking twice. Because its plastic handle is
metal detectable and it has a stainless steel
blade. Good to know, isn‘t it?

PRODUCT FEATURES
Application

Technical features
High safety

Metal detectable

Disposable knife

Abrasion resistant

Very ergonomic

Extended blade
length

Cutting depth

For right and left
hander

Lanyard hole

stainless

Main cutting materials
Cardboard: up to
2-ply

Wrapping, stretch,
and shrink foil

Tape

Layers of foil or
paper

Yarn, cord



Installed blade
›› The stainless steel blade cannot be changed. Blade
thickness 0.63 mm.

Safety technology

Automatic blade retraction – a high degree of safety
The automatic blade retraction of the SECUNORM
SMARTCUT MDP guarantees a very high degree of
safety from cut injuries. As soon as you have started to
cut, take your thumb off the slider. The blade can thus
withdraw back into the handle immediately after leaving the material being cut.

Certificates and awards

YOU CAN FEEL THE QUALITY.

SECUNORM SMARTCUT MDP
› Small, ergonomic handle
› Metal detectable plastic
› Super lightweight: 24 g
› Automatic blade retraction
› TÜV-certified

PRODUCT DETAILS
Order No.

NO. 110700.02

Packaging unit

1 in single unit box
(20 in multipack)

Knife size (L x W x H)

110 x 12.5 x 25 mm

Main material

Metal detectable plastic

Weight

23.5 g

Cutting depth

11.6 mm

Certified

GS certificate
NO. S 60077225

Accessories
BELT HOLSTER M WITH CLIP

NO. 9921

ACRYLIC TEST CARD SET

NO. 9900

BUSINESS CARD TEST CARD
SET

NO. 9910

You will find further information on our website:
www.martor.com

From the first cut to changing the blade, our video will show you the best way to use this knife.
Everything you want to know: dimensions, properties, special features and more about our cutting
tools can be found in the Technical Data Sheet.
MARTOR KG | Lindgesfeld 28 | 42653 Solingen | Germany
T +49 212 73870-0 | F +49 212 73870-90 | info@martor.de | www.martor.com

Still have questions? You can reach our service
department on +49 212 73870-0
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CONTACT AND SERVICE
What makes our cutting solutions even safer?
Our advisory services! We are always on hand,
to give advice, to provide you with training material, to meet with you in person if necessary.

